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Long range planning for telescope time at major astronomical
observatories or for Earth orbiting and interplanetary spacecraft
missions often requires detailed solar system ephemerides. The
astronomical community's chief source for such information is the
Astronomical Almanac which is prepared jointly by the U. S. Naval
Observatory and the Royal Greenwich Observatory. Unfortunately,
the Astronomical Almanac for each year is not available any sooner
than six months before the beginning of that year. This creates a
void for ephemeris data needed more than a year in advance.
The Ten Year Planetary Ephemeris is an attempt to fill the void
for accurate solar system ephemerides from 1986 throught 1995. It
is not meant to replace the Astronomical Almanac since it does not
cover nearly as much material in such great detail. However, it
does present accurate geocentric positional information for the
Sun and planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune at five day intervals over a ten year period. The solar
ephemeris in Section 1 lists both the Gregorian and Julian dates,
the right ascension and declination of the Sun at 00:00 GMT
(Greenwich Mean Time), the distance of the Sun from the Earth, the
geocentric radial velocity, and the apparent angular diameter.
The planetary ephemerides are in Section 2. For each planet, the
ephemerides give the Gregorian and Julian dates, the right
ascension and declination of the planet at 00:00 GMT (Greenwich
Mean Time), the distance of the planet from the Earth and from the
Sun, the geocentric radial velocity, apparent visual magnitude,
apparent angular diameter, illumination phase and the elongation
of the planet from the Sun. The radial velocity data are of
special interest to high resolution spectroscopy (i.e. - infrared
heberodyne spectroscopy, Fourier transform spectroscopy) and radar
astronomy. This information is not included in the Astronomical
Almanac but is essential to the successful planning, data
reduction and analysis of such investigations.
For dark moon scheduling or calibration work, a set of tables of
the phases of the Moon during this period have also been included
(Section 3). Four sets of figures graphically compliment the
tabular ephemerides over the ten year period. For each year, they
depict the apparent angular diameters (Section 4), radial
velocities (Section 5), declinations (Section 6) and mean times of
meridian transit (Section 7) of the seven planets and the Sun.
Finally, two technical appendicies are included which cover the
elementary basics of planetary orbits and the calculation of
ephemerides. Although the algorithms used to generate the Ten
Year Planetary Ephemeris are far more sophisticated, they do ha-v-e
t--h-eTr basis in the theory presented in Appendix A and the brief
FORTRAN program 'ORREY' in Appendix B.
Accuracy
The solar ephemeris which the author developed for these
predictions is based on the classic work of Newcomb [1895]. It
includes all planetary perturbation terms in longitude and
latitude with arguments greater than O.01"arc-seconds. In order
to determine the accuracy of this ephemeris, it has been compared
with the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1980 (now
known as the Astronomical Almanac-_for a series of one hundred
dates during that year. The solar ephemeris agrees with the
published values with a standard deviation of 0.00 seconds in
right ascension and 0.05 arc-seconds in declination.
The ephemeris programs for Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune were developed primarily from algorithms
appearing in Meeus [1982] and the Explanatory Supplement [1974].
They are the product of elaborate planetary theories which were
published during the first quarter of the twentieth century.
These theories generally describe the orbital elements of each
planet as a function of time and include perturbations from the
major bodies in the solar system. Although the algorithms do not
include the multitude of terms found in the classic treatises, the
principle perturbations have been identified which yield more than
adequate accuracy for the purposes of the present work.
Naturally, the effects of light-time travel, nutation and the
aberation of starlight have all been included in the Ten Year
Planetary Ephemeris.
To evaluate the positional accuracy of the planetary ephemerides,
they have been compared with values appearing in the American
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1980 (now known as the
Astronomical Almanac_ and the Astronomical-Almanac for 1985. For
Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter, fifty positions we---re compared
for each planet against published values for 1980. For Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune, twenty positions were compared for each planet
against published values for 1980 and 1985. The mean and standard
deviations in right ascension (in seconds) and declination (in
arc-seconds) from the published values for each planet are shown
in Table 1.
Since no general planetary theory has been developed for Pluto and
the minor planets, no mean orbital elements containing planetary
perturbations are available. The future positions of these bodies
are generated by means of numerical integration and such
predictions are beyond the requirements and scope of this work.
Table 1 : Accuracy of Planetary Ephemerides
Planet Mean S.D. Mean S.D.










































Deviations in RA are in seconds.
Deviations in Dec are in arc-seconds.
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SECTION 1 : Solar Ephemeris
TEN YEAR PLANETARY EPHEMERIS : 1986-1995














Exp Ianat i on/Def i n i ti on
Gregorian or Calendar Date.
Note that ephemeris positions are
for 00:00 GMT.
Abbreviated Julian Date.
To convert to full Julian Date,
add 2440000.0.
Julian Date is defined as the number of
days elapsed since Greenwich Mean Noon
on 0 January 4713 BC.
Apparent Right Ascension (hours,
minutes, seconds) of the Sun
for the mean equinox of the date.
Apparent Declination (degrees,
arc-minutes, arc-seconds) of the Sun
for the mean equinox of the date.
Distance of Sun from Earth in AU's.
(1AU = 1.496E+08 km)
Geocentric Radial Velocity of Sun.
(km/sec)
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TEN YEAR PLANETARY EPHEMERIS : 1986-1995























Gregorian or Calendar Date.
Note that ephemeris positions are
for 00:00 GMT.
Abbreviated Julian Date.
To convert to full Julian Date,
add 2440000.0.
Julian Date is defined as bhe number of
days elapsed since Greenwich Mean Noon
on 0 January 4713 BC.
Apparent Right Ascension (hours,
minutes, seconds) of the Planet
for the mean equinox of the date.
Apparent Declination (degrees,
arc-minutes, arc-seconds) of the Planeb
for the mean equinox of the date.
Distance of Planet from Earth in AU's.
(1AU = 1.496E+08 km)
Distance of Planet from the Sun in AU's.
(1 ALl = 1.496E+08 km)
Geocentric Radial Velocity of Planet.
(km/sec)
Apparent Visual Magnitude of Planet.
Apparent Angular Diameter of Planet.
(arc-seconds)
Fraction of Planet illuminated by
direct sunlight.
Geocentric Elongation of Planeb from
the Sun or Planet-Earth-Sun angle.
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SECTION 3 : Phases of the Moon
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APPENDIX A : A Brief Introduction to Planetary Orbits
Much has been written about planetary theory and the calculation
of orbits and ephemerides. Here, we review the basic theory,
formulae and algorithms used in the generation of a planetary
ephemeris. The discussion will be neccessarily brief and does not
take into account nutation, the aberation of starlight or the
effects of light-time travel. The interested reader is encouraged
to check the references for further information and details.
Before a geocentric ephemeris at time 't' can be calculated for
any given planet, it's necessary to know the Earth's position with
respect to the Sun at that instant. We begin by calculating _T',
the number of Julian centuries of 36525 ephemeris days which have
elapsed since 0.5 January 1900. If time 't _ is expressed as the
Julian Date (i.e. - the number of days elapsed since Greenwich
Mean Noon on 0 January 4713 BC), then time 'T' is just :
T = (t- 2415020.0) / 36525 [1-1]
The geometric mean longitude of the Sun 'Ls', referred to the mean
equinox of the date is :
Ls = 279.69668 + 36000.76892 T + 0.0003025 T**2 [1-2]
The mean anomaly of the Sun 'M' is :
M = 358.47583 + 35999.04975 T - 0.000150 T**2
- 0.0000033 T**3 [1-3]
The eccentricity of the Earth's orbit 'e' and the obliquity of the
Earth's axis 'o' are given by :
e = 0.01675104 - 0.0000418 T - 0.000000126 T**2 [1-4]
o = 23.452294 - 0.0130125 T - 0.00000164 T**2
+ 0.000000503 T**3 [1-5]
Kepler's equation solves for a quantity




where 'E' and 'M' are expressed in radians.
Examining Kepler's equation, we find that it's a transcendental
equation in 'E' and cannot be solved directly. However, the
solution can be obtained to sufficient accuracy through an
iterative process. In the first iteration, _E_ is set equal to
the mean anomaly 'M' in the right hand side of equation [1-6]. In
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successive iterations, the eccentric anomaly is solved for by
substituting the previous solution to 'E' into the right hand side
of the equation. Normally, only half a dozen iterations are
needed for the solution to 'E' to converge;
With an adaquate value for the eccentric anomaly 'E', the true
anomaly 'v' is solved as :
v = 2 ArcTan [eO Tan(E/2)] [1-7]
where : eO = SqrtCCl+e)/(1-e)) [1-7a]
The sun's true geometric longitude 'Is' is then :
Is=Ls+v-M [1-8]
Distances in the solar system are usually expressed in
Astronomical Units or AU's. The AU is approximately equal to the
Earth's mean distance from the Sun and is defined as 1.496E+08
kilometers. The Sun's radius vector 'R' (Earth's distance from
the Sun in AU's) is given by :
R = a (1 - e Cos E) [1-9]
where 'a' is the semi-major axis of the Earth's orbit
(a=l.0000002).
Finally, the Sun's right ascension 'As' and declination 'Ds' are
calculated from :
As = ArcTan[(Cos o Sin Is) / Cos Is] [1-10]
Ds = ArcSin [Sin o Sin Is] [1-11]
With the Sun's position with respect to the Earth determined, we
can now proceed with the calculation of a planetary ephemeris.
The unperturbed orbit of any planet about the Sun can be described
by seven elements, referred to an initial time 'tO' They are
defined as follows :
a - semimajor axis of the orbit.
e - eccentricity of the orbit.
i - inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic.
F - longitude of the ascending node of the orbit
on the ecliptic, measured from the equinox.
w - argument of perihelion.
(longitude of perihelion, measured from the
ascending node of the orbit).
L - mean longitude of the planet along its orbit
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at time equals 'tO'.
P - sidereal period of the planet around the Sun.
A number of other useful quantities can
relationships between the orbital elements.
The longitude of perihelion 'W' is defined as :
be derived
W = F + w [1-12]
The mean anomaly 'M' is defind as :
[1-13]M=L-W
[1-13a]or M=L-F-w
The mean daily orbital motion of planet 'n' is defined as :
n = 360 / P [1-14]
At any time 't', the mean anomaly 'M(t)' of a planet may
calculated from :
[1-151M(t) -MO + n (t-tO)
where 'MO' is the mean anomaly at time 'tO'.
from
be
The orbital elements of the major planets in the solar system are
available in the literature (Astronomical Almanac) or may be
calculated (Meeus, 1982). In any case, the planet's eccentric
anomaly 'E' and it's true anomaly 'v' must be calculated as shown
in equations [1-6] and [1-7]. For small values of 'e' (i.e. - e <
0.2), the eccentric anomaly can be calculated to an accuracy of 1
part in 100,000 in only five to ten iterations.
Next, the planet's radius vector 'r' (distance from the Sun in
[1-16]
AU's) is found from :
r = a (1 - e Cos E)
The planet's argument of latitude is calculated from :
u=L+v-M-F
or u=w+v
The heliocentric ecliptic longitude '1' and latitude
planet are then :
I = ArcTan [Cos i Tan u] + F







With the heliocentric ecl ipbic coordinates calculated for the
planet, the transformation to geocentric coordinates is straight
forward. First, the intermediate quantities K1, K2 and K3 are
calculated from :
K1 = r Cos b Sin (I - I s) [1-20]
K2 = r Cos b Cos(I-Is) . R [1-21]
K3 = r Sin b [1-22]
where 'Is' is the Sun's geometric longitude [1-8]
and 'R' is the Sun's radius vector [1-9].
Then, the planet's geocentric distance 'd' (in AU's) is just :
d = Sqrt[Kl**2 + K2..2 + K3..2] [1-23]
The planet's geocentric ecliptic longitude 'lp' and latitude 'bp'
are :
Ip = ArcTan(K1/K2) + Is [1-24]
bp = ArcS in[(r/d) Sin b] [1-25]
The geocentric ecliptic longitude 'lp' and latitude 'bp' of the
planet can now be converted to geocentric right ascension 'Rp' and
declination 'Dp' by :
where :
where :
Rp = ArcTan (J1 / Cos Ip)
J1 = Sin Ip Cos o - Tan bp Sin o
Dp = ArcSin J2
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Program ORREY is a simple planetary ephemeris program which is
relatively short, fast and yields reasonably good accuracy for
many applications. ORREY is capable of generating the geocentric
coordinates for any solar system object including planets,
asteroids and comets, provided that the orbital elements as
defined in Appendix A are available. Since planetary
perturbations cause the orbital elements of an object to vary with
time, updated elements should be used for best results. Orbital
elements for the planets can be found in the Astronomical Almanac
for the current year.
When the epoch of the orbital elements is within six months of an
ephemeris, the positional accuracy of the inner planets (Mercury,
Venus and Mars) is half an arc-minute while the standard deviation
of the major planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) is 1 to
2 arc-minutes. If the epoch of the elements differs by five years
from the ephemeris, the accuracy for the inner planets drops to 3
to 4 arc-minutes while the outer planet deviations are on the
order of 4 to 8 arc-minutes. Program ORREY calculates the Sun's
position to an accuracy of 15 arc-seconds over the period 1950 to
2050.
Written in FORTRAN, program ORREY consists of a main routine and
seven subroutines : ORREY (Main), JULDAY, GETELM, PLANET, PLNTAB,
ANGSEP, CALDAY and CNVRT4. A short description of each module
follows.
,
ORREY - This is the main routine or driver. It handles
the user's inputs for the desired date interval and
frequency and it sets up a loop to calculate the
planetary ephemerides over this period. It also controls
calls to JULDAY, GETELM, PLANET and PLNTAB.
. JULDAY - This routine calculates the decimal Julian date




GETELM - This routine reads the number of objects in the
desired ephemeris as well as each object's physical
characteristics and orbital elements. It also prints out
a table of the orbital elements of each object in the
catalog.
PLANET - This routine first calculates the geocentric
coordinates of the Sun, its distance from Earth and its
apparent angular diameter. Next, PLANET solves Kepler's
equation and calculates the true anomaly, geocentric





coordinates of each object for the input Julian date. It
also calculates the object_s distance from the Sun and
Earth, the apparent magnitudes apparent angular diameter,
illumination phase and elongation from the Sun.
PLNTAB - This is an output routine which converts the
date, time and celestial coordinates into a conventional
format and prints an ephemeris table containing all
objects for the given date and time. For each object,
the table includes its name, the right ascension and
declination, geocentric distance, apparent magnitude,
apparent angular diameter, illumination phase and
elongation from the Sun.
ANGSEP -_This routine calculates the angular separation
between any two pairs of coordinates on the celestial
sphere. Subroutine PLANET calls ANGSEP to calculate the
elongation of each object from the Sun.
CALDAY - This routine calculates the Gregorian or
calendar date and Greenwich Mean Time from the decimal
Julian Date. It performs the inverse function of routine
JULDAY.
CNVRT4 - This routine converts a decimal time (angle)
into hours, minutes and seconds (degrees, arc-minutes and
arc-seconds). It is called by routine PLNTAB.
The user provides input to program ORREY from two logical units.
On unit 20 (line 022 of ORREY), the user inputs the first and last
Gregorian dates in the interval desired as well as the date
increment (in days). For instance, if you wanted to calculate an
ephemeris for April 1986 at two day intervals, you would enter :
4 1 1986 4 30 1986 2
using the format (213,I5,213,I5,I3).
A maximum of ten objects can be included in any ORREY ephemeris.
The number of objects is input on logical unit 80 (line 013,
subroutine GETELM). This sets up the index for a loop which reads
in various physical parameters for each object and its orbital
elements.
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The physical parameters are defined as :
IM,ID,IY,IHR,IMIN - EPOCH OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR PLANETS
OR PERIHELION PASSAGE FOR COMETS.
(MONTH,DAY,YEAR,HOUR,MINUTE)
Eq - EQUINOX OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS.
GMAG - APPARENT MAGNITUDE AT 1 AU.
PEX - POWER LAW EXPONENT FOR APPARENT MAGNITUDE.
DIAM - DIAMETER OF PLANET (KM).
NAME - NAME OF PLANET, ASTEROID OR COMET.
The physical elements are input with the following read and format
statements (lines 25-27, subroutine GETELM) :
READ (80,110) IM, ID, IY, IHR, IMIN, Eq(1), GMAG (I),PEX (I),DIAM (I),
1 (NAME (J,I), J=l,2)
110 FDRMAT(I4, I3, I5, I3, I3, F8.2,2F6.2, F9.O, 2X, 2A4)
The orbital elements are defined as :
OMEGA - ARGUEMENT OF PERIHELION.
ANOD - LONGITUDE OF THE ASCENDINQ NODE.
ANOM - MEAN ANOMALY.
ZINC - ORBITAL INCLINATION.
ECC - ECCENTRICITY OF ORBIT.
SMA - SEMI-MAJOR AXIS FOR ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.
DMU - MEAN MOTION (DEGREES/DAY).
Note that all angles are expressed in degrees.
The orbital elements are input with the following read and format
statements (lines 37-39, subroutine GETELM) :
READ (80,120) OMEGA (I) ,ANOD (I) ,ANOM (I) ,ZINC (I),ECC (I) ,SMA (I),
1 DMU(I)
120 FORMAT (4Fg.4,2Fg.5,FIO.6)
Comments defining the physical parameters and orbital elements are
also included in the code of subroutine GETELM.
As an example, suppose the user wants an ephemeris to include
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto and
Comet Halley. That's a total of nine objects. The unit 80 input
containing the number of objects, their planetary physical
parameters and orbital elements might appear as follows :
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10 20 30 40 50 60
.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :
9
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 1.16 2.00 4878 MERCURY
29.0720 48.1643 1.7802 7.0045 0.20563 0.38710 4.092339
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -4.00 2.00 12104 VENUS
54.8198 76 5531 88.2496 3.3945 0.00678 0.72333 1.602131
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -1.30 2.00 6787 MARS
286.3510 49 4488 203.5632 1.8498 0.09339 1.52369 0.524033
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -8.93 2.00 142800 JUPITER
275.116 100 3119 311.274 1.3052 0.04807 5.20252 0.083098
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -8.68 2.00 120000 SATURN
338.730 113 551 145.486 2.4855 0.05149 9.55406 0.033380
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -6.85 2.00 50800 URANUS
101.4500 73 9930 77.4170 0.7742 0.04630 19.26700 0.011654
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -7.05 2.00 48600 NEPTUNE
290.6044 131 658 211.5411 1.7701 0.00858 30.05790 0.005980
12 1 1985 0 0 1985.92 -0.70 2.00 3000 PLUTO
114.194 110 218 354.122 17.1329 0.25039 39.5535 0.003962
2 9 1986 10 35 1986.14 5.50 4.44 5 HALLEY
111.8335 58 6362 0.0000 162.2368 0.96727 17.93874 0.012972
.... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :
10 20 30 40 60 60
Note that the above parameters and elements have been preceeded
and suceedeed by an alignment aid to identify the proper columns
for the field of each variable.
An example of the output from program ORREY using the previous
inputs is shown below :
EARTH EPHEMERIS FOR : 4/10/1986 O: 0.0 UT JD = 2446530.5











1 13.3 7 45.5
23 35.3 -4-30.2
2 28.5 14 24 0
18 27.3 -23-40 6
22 51.8 -8-14 3
16 31.8 -19-52 3
17 26.4 -23-17 7
18 25.6 -22-13 3













0.95 8.28 0.42 27.3
-3.59 10.55 0.94 -19.6
-0.23 9.87 0.89 103.6
-1.62 34.23 1.00 38.7
1.16 17.78 1.00 130.5
5.91 3.76 1.00 117.5
7.74 2.23 1.00 103.9
13.96 0.14 1.00 156.4
4.94 0.02 0.91 131.5
Note that the diameter of the Sun listed in column SIZE is in arc-minutes
while planet diameters are in arc-seconds.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
....:....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
C****PROGRAM : ORREY
C****PROGRAM ORREY GENERATES PLANETARY EPHEMERIDES
C****FOR ANY PLANET, ASTEROID OR COMET IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
C****THE USER MUST INPUT THE DATE INTERVAL FOR THE EPHEMERIDES
C****AS WELL AS THE ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR EACH PLANET.
C****WRITTEN BY F. ESPENAK - g AUGUST 1985.




COMMON/PLANET/RA (10), DEC (IO),AVEL (IO),VMAG (IO),ANGD (I0),
1 PHASE (10), DEE (10), ELONG(10)
COMMON/ELMBLK/EJD (10), Eq(lO), GMAG(10), PEX(IO),DIAM (10), NAME(2,10),
1 ANOM (10),OMEGA (10) ,kNOB (10), ZINC (10), ECC (10),
2 DMU(10), SMA(10) ,TNU (10)
LAB (1) =' EART'
LAB(2)='H '
C****READ :
C**** IMI,IDI,IY1 - INITIAL DATE OF EPHEMERIS PREDICTIONS.
C**** IM2,ID2,IY2 - FINAL DATE OF EPHEMERIS PREDICTIONS.
C**** IFD - DAY FREQUENCY OF EPHEMERIS PREDICTIONS.
READ(20,100) IMI,IDI,IYI,IM2,1D2,1Y2,1FD
100 FORMAT(213,I5,213,I5,I3)
IF(IY1.EQ.O.OR.IY2.Eq.O) GO TO 99
IF(IFD.LE.O) IFD=I
STEP=FLOAT(IFD)




C****READ IN ORBITAL ELEMENTS AND PLANET CHARACTERISTICS.
CALL GETELM(NO)
C****CALCULATE EPHEMERIS FOR EACH PLANET.
10 CALL PLANET(DJX,NO)








....:....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I.... :....I .... :....I..
001 SUBROUTINE GETELM(NO)
002 C****SUBROUTINE GETELM READS IN ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR
003 C****PLANETS, ASTEROIDS, COMETS, SPACECRAFT, ETC..
004 C****WRI1-FEN BY F. ESPENAK - 6 NOVEMBER 1985.
005 C****LAST MODIFIED - 15 MAY 1986.
006 REAL*8 EJD
007 REAL,4 PERD(10)
008 COMMON/ELMBLK/EJD (10), Eq (10), GMAG(10), PEX (10), DIAM (10), NAME(2,10),
009 1 ANOM(10), OMEGA(10), ANOD(10), ZINC (10), ECC(10),
010 2 DMU (10),SMA (IO),TNU (10)
011 C****READ IN NUMBER OF PLANETS IN DATA FILE.
012 C**** NO - NUMBER OF 'PLANETS' IN INPUT FILE.
013 READ(80,100) NO
014 100 FORMAT(IS)
015 DO 600 I=I,NO
016 C****READ IN PLANET CHARACTERISTICS RECORD.
017 C**** IM,ID,IY,IHR,IMIN - EPOCH OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR PLANETS
018 C**** OR PERIHELION PASSAGE FOR COMETS.
019 C**** (MONTH,DAY,YEAR,HOUR,MINUTE)
020 C**** Eq - EQUINOX OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS.
021 C**** GMAG - APPARENT MAGNITUDE AT 1AU.
022 C**** PEX - POWER LAW EXPONENT FOR APPARENT MAGNITUDE.
023 C**** DIAM - DIAMETER OF PLANET (KM).
024 C**** NAME - NAME OF PLANET, ASTEROID OR COMET.
025 READ (80,110) IM, ID, IY, IHR, IMIN, Eq (I),GMAG (I),PEX (I),DIAM (I),
026 I (NAME(J, I), J=1,2)
027 110 FORMAT(I4,I3,IS,I3,I3,F8.2,2F6.2,F9.0,2X,2A4)
028 C****READ IN ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF PLANET.
029 C**** OMEGA - ARGUEMENT OF PERIHELION.
030 C**** ANOD - LONGITUDE OF THE ASCENDING NODE.
031 C**** ANOM - MEAN ANOMALY.
032 C**** ZINC - ORBITAL INCLINATION.
033 C**** ECC - ECCENTRICITY OF ORBIT.
034 C**** SMA - SEMI-MAJOR AXIS FOR ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.
035 C**** DMU - MEAN MOTION (DEGREES/DAY).
036 C****NOTE : ALL ANGLES ARE EXPRESSED IN DEGREES.
037 READ(80,120) OMEGA(I),ANOD (I),ANOM (I), ZINC (I), ECC(I), SMA(I),
038 1 DMU(I)
039 120 FORMAT(4F9.4,2F9.5, FIO. 6)
040 CALL JULDAY(EJD(I),ID,IM,IY,IHR,IMIN,O.O)
.... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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....:....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
IF(SMA(I) .LT.O.O) SMA (I)=ABS (SMA (I))/ (1.0-ECC(I))
IF (ECC (I).LT. 1.O) PERD (I)=SMA (I)**I. 5
IF (DMU (I).LE.O.O. AND. ECC (I).LT. 1.0)
I DMU(I)=36o.0/(365.25636,PERD (I))
600 CONTINUE
C****PRINT ORBITAL ELEMENTS TABLE.
WRITE (10,200) IM, ID, IY, IHR, IMIN
200 FORMAT(1H1///IOX,'ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR : ',I3,'/',I2, '/',I4,
1 5X, 'UT =',I3, ':',I2/// 5X, 'PLANET',IOX, 'I',
2 8X,'A NODE',7X,'OMEGA',gX,'A',11X,'E',
3 12X, 'P',IOX, 'M'//)
DO 610 I=I,NO
WRITE(IO,210) (NAME (J,I) ,J=l,2) ,ZINC (I),ANOD (I),OMEGA (I),








....:....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I.... :....I.... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I..
SUBROUTINE PLANET(DJX,NO)
C****SUBROUTINE PLANET CALCULATES THE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES OF
C****A PLANET, ASTEROID OR COMET, GIVEN ITS ORBITAL ELEMENTS.
C****BASED ON *ASTRONOMICAL FORMULAE FOR CALCULATORS n BY MEEUSo
C****WRI1-FEN BY F. ESPENAK - 9 AUGUST 1985o





COMMON/PLANET/RA (10), DEC (10) ,AVEL (10) ,VMAG (10),ANGD (10),
1 PHASE (IO), DEL (10),ELONG (IO), RD (IO)
COMMDN/ELMBLK/EJD (10), Eq(IO),AMAQ (IO),PEX (10), DIAM (10), NAME(2,10),
I ANOM (10), OMEGA (IO),ANOD (10),ZINC (10), ECC (10),
2 DMU(10) ,SMA (10) ,TNU (10)









C****CALCULATE TIME ELAPSED IN JULIAN CENTURIES SINCE 0.5 JAN 1900






C****DETERMINE EARTH'S ECCENTRIC ANOMALY 'EAN' USING ITERATIVE SOLUTION
C****AND THEN CALCULATE THE TRUE ANOMALY 'TANOM' AND




IF(ABS(EAN-TRIAL) .GT.ELIM) GO TO 5
TANOM=SQRT( (1. O+E) / (1. O-E) ) ,TAN (0.5,EAN)
TANOM=2. O,ATAN (TANOM)
.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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....:....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
RAU=I. 0000002, (1.O-E,E) 1(1.O+E*COS (TANOM))
C****CALCULATE THE SUN'S APPARENT DIAMETER.
ANGSOL=I. 392E+06/(1.496E+O8,RAU)
ANGSOL=60. O,RTD*ASIN (ANGSOL)
C****CALCULATE THE SUN'S GEOMETRIC LONGITUDE, MEAN EQUINOX OF DATE.
GLAM=TANOM+DTR*GAMMA-DTR*20.47/(RAU*3600 .)
C****CALCULATE THE SUN'S MEAN GEOCENTRIC RECTANGULAR COORDINATES.
EPSR=DTR,EPS
XS=COS (GLAM)
YS=SIN (GLAM) ,COS (EPSR)
ZS=SIN (GLAM) ,SIN (EPSR)












C****DETERMINE THE ECCENTRIC ANOMALY 'EAN' USING ITERATIVE SOLUTION
C****AND THEN CALCULATE THE TRUE ANOMALY 'TANOM' AND
C****RADIUS VECTOR 'RD' FOR AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT.
IF(ECC(I) .LT.I.0) THEN







EAN=TRIAL÷ (AN+ECC (I),SIN (TRIAL) -TRIAL) / (1.O-ECC (I),COS (TRIAL))
END IF
KNT=KNT+I
IF(ABS (EAN-TRIAL) .GT.ELIM) GO TO 10
TANOM=2. O,ATAN (SQRT ((1.O+ECC (I))/ (1.O-ECC (I))),TAN (0.5,EAN) )
RD (I)=SMA (I)•(I.-ECC (I),ECC (I))l (1.+ECC (I),COS (TANOM))
....:....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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.... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I..
081 ELSE
082 C****DETERMINE THE ECCENTRIC ANOMALY 'EAN' USINQ ITERATIVE SOLUTION
083 C****AND THEN CALCULATE THE TRUE ANOMALY 'TANOM' AND
084 C****RADIUS VECTOR 'RD' FOR A PARABOLIC ORBIT.




089 TANOM= (CB+O.6666667,TRIAL,,3) /(1.O+TRIAL,TRIAL)
090 IF(ABS(TANOM-TRIAL) .QT.ELIM) GO TO 20
091 TANOM=2. O,ATAN (TANOM)
092 RD (I)=SMA (I)/ (COS (0.5,TANOM))**2
093 END IF
094 TNU (I):TANOM
095 C****CALCULATE HELIOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE.
096 OBAR=TANOM+DTR,OMEGA(I)
097 U=COS (DTR,ZINC (I)),SIN (OBAR)
098 V=COS (OBAR)
099 EL=ATAN2 (U,V)+DTR,ANOD (I)
100 B=SIN (OBAR) ,SIN (DTR,ZINC (I))
I01 B=ASIN (B)
102 C****CALCULATE THE DISTANCE 'DEL' BETWEEN EARTH AND PLANET IN A.U.
103 DEL (I)=2,RAU,RD (I),COS (B),COS (EL-GLAM)
104 DEL (I)=SqRT (DEL (I)+RAU,RAU+RD (I),RD (I))
105 C****CALCULATE GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE.
106 U=RD (I),COS (B),SIN (EL-GLAM)
107 V=RD (I),COS (B),COS (EL-QLAM) +RAU
108 ZLAM=ATAN2 (U,V) +fiLAM
I09 BETA=RD (I),SIN (B)/DEL (I)
110 BETA=ASIN (BETA)
111 C****CONVERT RECTANGULAR COORDINATES TO RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION.






118 DO=SIN (BETA) ,COS (EPSR) +COS (BETA),SIN (EPSR),SIN (ZLAM)
119 DO=ASIN (DO)
120 RA (I)=RTD,RO/15. DO
.... :....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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.... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I .... : .... I..
DEC (I) =RTD, DO
C****CALCULATE APPARENT ANGULAR DIAMETER.
ANGD (I)=3600. ,RTD,ASIN (DIAM (I)/(AU,DEL (I)))
C****CALCULATE ELONQATION OF PLANET FROM SUN.
ELONQ (I)=ANQSEP (RAS,DECS, RA (I),DEC (I))
C****CALCULATE ILLUMINATED PHASE AND APPARENT MAGNITUDE.
ANQE=ABS (DTR, ELONG (I))
COSI= (DEE (I)-RAU,COS (ANfiE))/RD(I)
PHASE(I) =ABS (0.5, (1.0+COSI))
VMAQ (I)=AMAQ (I)+5. O,ALOQIO (DEL (I))+2.5,PEX (I),ALOGIO (RD (I))
IF (PEX (I).Eq. 2.0) THEN






....:....I .... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I.... :....I.... :....I .... :....I .... :....I..
SUBROUTINE PLNTAB (DJX, NO, LAB)
C****SUBROUTINE PLNTAB PRINTS A PLANETARY EPHEMERIS TABLE.
C****WRITTEN BY F. ESPENAK - 6 NOVEMBER 1985.




COMMON/PLANET/RA (I0),DEC (10),AVEL (10), VMAQ (10) ,ANGD (I0),
1 PHASE (10) ,DEE (10),ELONG (10)
COMMON/ELMBLK/EJD (I0),Eq (I0),CMAQ (I0), PEX (I0),DIAM (I0),NAME (2,I0),
I ANOM (10),OMEQA (10),ANOD (I0),ZINC (I0) ,ECC (10),
2 DMU (IO),SMA (IO),TNU (i0)
C****GENERATE PLANETARY EPHEMERIS OUTPUT TABLE.
CALL CALDAY (DJX,ID, IM, IY, IQDAY, AHR, AMIN, ASEC, IHR, IMIN, ISEC)
EPOCH=FLOAT (IY)+FLOAT (IQDAY)/365.25
WRITE (I0,200) LAB (1),LAB (2),IM,ID, IY, IHR,AMIN, DJX
WRITE (6,200) LAB (1),LAB (2),IM, ID,IY, IHR,AMIN, DJX
200 FORMAT(////1X,2A4,' EPHEMERIS FOR :',I4,'/',I2,'/',I4,
1 4X,I3,':',F4.1,' UT',4X,'JD =',F10.1///
2 1X, 'PLANET', 6X, 'RA',BX, 'DEC',
3 8X, 'DELTA',SX, 'MAQ',4X, 'SIZE',3X, 'PHASE',3X, 'ELONQ'/)
CALL CNVRT4 (RAS,RA2, RA3, IRAI, IRA2, IRA3, IDUM)
CALL CNVRT4 (DECS, DEC2, DEC3, ID1,ID2, ID3, IDUM)
WRITE (10,205) IRA1, RA2, ID1, DEC2, RAU, ANQSDL
WRITE (6,205) IRAI, RA2, ID1, DEC2, RAU, ANGSOL
205 FORMAT(IX, 'SUN' ,SX,2(I4,F5.1,1X) ,F10.4,SX,F8.2)
DO 620 I=I,NO
CALL CNVRT4 (RA (I),RA2, RA3, IRAI, IRA2, IRA3, IDUM)
CALL CNVRT4 (DEC (I),DEC2, DEC3, ID1,ID2, ID3, IDUM)
WRITE (10,210) "(NAME (J,I), J=l, 2),IRA1, RA2, ID1, DEC2,
I DEL (I),VMAG (I) ,ANQD (I),PHASE (I),ELONQ (I)
WRITE(6,210) (NAME(J,I),J=I,2),IRA1,RA2,ID1,DEC2,
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SUBROUTINE JULDAY(FJD,ID,IM,IY,IHOUR,IMIN,SEC)
C****SUBROUTINE JULDAY COMPUTES THE JULIAN DECIMAL DATE (FJD) FROM
C****THE CALENDER DATE (ID,IM,IY) AND TIME (IHOUR,IMIN,SEC).
C****MODIFIED BY F. ESPENAK - AUGUST 1978.
REAL.8 FJD
NDAY= ID-32075+1461,(IY+4800+(IM-14)/12)/4+367,(IM-2-(IM-14)/12
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FUNCTION ANGSEP(RA1,DEC1,RA2,DEC2)
C****FUNCTION ANGSEP CALCULATES THE ANGULAR SEPARATION BETWEEN TWO
C****POINTS ON THE CELESTIAL SPHERE.
C****NOTE : INPUT ARGUEMENTS ARE IN DECIMAL HOURS AND DEGREES.
C****WRI]]'EN BY F. ESPENAK - AUGUST 1977.








CEL=S IN (D 1) *S IN (D2) +COS (D1) *COS (D2) *COS (DELRA)
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SUBROUTINE CALDAY(FJD,ID,IM,IY,NDAY,AHR,AMIN,ASEC,IHR,IMIN,ISEC)
C****SUBROUTINE CALDAY CALCULATES THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR DATE (ID,IM,IY)
C****THE DAY OF YEAR (NDAY), AND TIME (AHR,AMIN,ASEC,IHR,IMIN,ISEC)
C****FROM THE DECIMAL JULIAN DATE (FJD).
C****MODIFIED BY F. ESPENAK - AUGUST 1978.
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SUBROUTINE CNVRT4 (XA,XB, XC, IA, IB, IC, ID)
C****SUBROUTINE CNVRT4 CONVERTS DECIMAL TIME INTO HOURS, MINUTES,
C****SECONDS AND MILLISECONDS (IA,IB,IC,ID).
C****NOTE : CNVRT4 IS A SINGLE PRECISION VERSION OF CONVRT.
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